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Abstract
A review of petient safety from a surgical perspective with emphasis on erosion of hierarchy, huma factors, and an institutional

implementation of multidisciplinar tear training to create higWy effective dynamc tears. Suggestions include fuher opportnities to
enhance patient safety in surgical patients. (Q 2005 Excerpta Medica Inc. Al rights reserved.
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Too often, however, our individual effectiveness as surgeons is dimshed as we interface with the realties of
reimbursement, mandates for intensive resource management; burgeonig technologic advances, and the onerous
malpractice and surgical workforce issues now loomig.
But even with al these urgent issues, we must not overlook
or deafen the cres from those
afflicted With har derived
from our best effort. As I reflect. on the fames of our
Association, it is a realty that some of us may indeed sufer
har in our complex system. It is hard to believe that one of

our beauti chidren could befal the same fate as Josie
Kig. A toddler, she sufered a scald bur. Josie did very
well though her acute ca, and then transferred to a pedi-

atrc floor at Johns Hopkis. Medcal Center. Though a
Donald W. Moorm M.D.

series of unecogned and subtle errors, cuIiatig in an

I wish to gratefully acknowledge my fellow offcers and the
membership of the Midwest Surgical Association, and sin-

event of miscommuncation, Josie died from dehydration
and narcotic. overdose. Josie Kig died despite her mother's
every effort to COmmuncate that her baby was dehydrated.
Josie Kig died from an adverse event that is har caused
by medical error (Fig. 1) (1).

cerely than you for the opportty to serve as your president. Ths association's strengt is not only in bridgig the
worlds of academic and community surgery, but also our
core value of famy inclusion. It is always a joy to watch
our Midwest Surgical famy matue. As manfest in the
report we have shared here, the Association's objective of
. promoting high quality and effective surgical care also is
being met.
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The reaty of medical error Cáusing signcant systemwide har emerged with the Harard Medical Practice
Study in 1991 (2). Although previous studies had suggested
that systematic flaws created a potential for har, ths study
clearly indicated the possibilty was a realty and in
fact was

prevalent. Afer random review of the medical records of
over 30,000 patients receiving care in New York State, the
investigators found that adverse events occured in 3.7%.
Extrapolatig from the data, the investigators estiated that

in 1984 thoughout the entie state, there were more than

0002-9610/051$ - see frnt mattr (Ç 2005 Excerpta Medca Inc. Al rights reserved.
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magnitude of the problem, the commttee believes it would be

The Josie King
Pediatric Patient Safety Program

"Among the great lessons of Josie's tragedy
are the needfor uniformly balanced
communication betwen parents an care

givers; constant awareness of the possibility
of human and systems errors in the delivery
of care; and the establishment of additional
safeguards against errors. "
- Tony and Sorrel King

wwjosieking.org

iresponsible to expect anytg less than a 50 percent reduction in errors over five yea" (5).

Public attention, focused for the first time on ths issue,
lead to the creation of the Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality. Reporting systems, both voluntar and man-

datory, emerged. Our hospitas were mandated to create
patient safety agendas. The Leapfrog Group defined volume

surogates for quality and listed hospitals based on the
lielihood of best outcomes. The Joint Commssion on the
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations created patient
safety initiatives. Subsequently, in 2001, the IOM (6) released a second medical error analysis, "Crossing the Quality Chasm," in which they created central recommendations
for enhancing safety in health care institutions.

Fig. 1. The death of Josie King highlighted awareness of the need for clear
communication between all healthcare providers and patients and therr

.... fames.

98,000 adverse events, with 2,550 leading to permanent
tota disability, and 13,451 deaths (2). The investigators

concluded, "The burden of iatrogenic injury was thus
large." They furter estimated that nationally the number of
unnecessar deaths owing to iatrogenic injur was 180,000:

A young mother of 2 is admitted to a regional academic
medical center with inflamatory response syndrome of

unkown cause. Her case is èonfsing, until the computed
tomography scan is pedormed, rev,ealng a diffusely thckened stomach. Her liver has multiple lesions, and her laboratory tests cunously are insuffcient to create a reasonable
diagnostic assumption. Clearly, the team needs tissue, an
esophagogastroduodenoscopy is performed, but unfort-

nately the biopsy specimen only has lymphocytic infitration

reale ths is equivalent to 3 jumbo jet crashes every 2 days.

consistent with chronic inflamatory response. The team

Yet, surrisingly, few responded with reform.

decides a liver biopsy exaiation is the way to go, but

Luci Le (3), pec surgeon and patent saety pionee,

attmp to quti why thes iijures wer ocg. By radomly anyzg over 30,00 hospta rerd,-the te was able
to identi 1,133 patents with dilig iijures. They wer able
to cla events and diver relave frcy, but, mo im-

potly, thy deteed tht 17% of events asso with a

surei wer frm neglgence. Of the events not ocg with a
sugica pr, 37% wer neglgent (3). The te conclude

th although a sigcat num of diilti frm di ca

be prvente only by fuer medca divei, a huge pron

because her inflamatory response is worsenig, the patient
is moved to the mtensive care unt (lCU). First case the next
morng, she undergoes the biopsy procedure without ap-

parent incident. Back in the ICU her pulmonar status
worsens, and her blood pressure wanes. The medical resident on the case sta. pressors and what he believes are

judicious fluids. The patient's condition worsens; a hematocrt level decrease of 5% is documented. More fluid and

another pressor are given. Finaly, the realation 6 hours
later that she is bleeg when she is found to have a

could be prvente rey with exig cunt knowlede, and a

hematocrit level of 14%, a pH of 6.75, a core body temper-

systm of ca reign

atue of 34°C, and an intemationalnormaled ratio of 3.4.

In 1994, Leape (4) published a semial report in the
Journl of the American Medical Association entitled "Er-

point, even with. the aggressive surgica response, nothg

ror in medcine," in which he drew the parel between
human error science and medical error, an importt real~
ization. He concluded that our medical errors seldom were
caused by iresponsible or unprepared individuals, but lay in

the systems in which we work as latent errors, that is,
accidents waitig to happen. He state, "Al humans err
frequently. Systems that rely on error-free performance are
doomed to fai" (4).
Sti, there was litte professional or public rection unti the

Intitute of Medciie (lOM) (5) libera its 1998 report "To
Er is Hum." In the analysis of thes and other studies, the
10M concluded tht between 44,00 and 98,00 American

You know the rest: urgent surgical consultation, but at ths

effectively controlled the downward spiral. The review~
medical error: classif as a faiure to rescue. But 2 smal

chidren With no mother, and a young lie ful of potential
now lost forever. Coùld ths happen in your institution?
(Ts was a compilation of cases reviewed to show error
chai leadig to a too common outcome. Ths does not
represent a single actual

case.)

In 1998, the 10M gave us a 5-year mandate, and I am
sure as you individualy reflect, each of you can identi
signcant safety intiatives in your hospita or practice.
Intrvenous .pump stadadiation, bar-codig systems,

electronic medical records, physician onlne order entr

die anuay frm medca mitaes. The reort estiat the

systems; the list goes on and on. But, even though the

and $29 bilon anuay, over

effort are apparent around each of us, litte seems to have

hal of which was the diect cost of trtig injur. The com-

changed. Leape lamented in his keynote at the American

cost of

injur to be between $17

mittee state in the report "Given curent knowledge about the

College of Surgeons, that he has "not seen a big improve-
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ment" in patient safety since the 10M report. Although we
at Beth Israel Deaconess have done much, I am stil seeing
toO much har. Bil Grace (7), ethicist and leadership educator, has defined an essential mandate for those who lead.
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tu of blame was quick to emerge. Morae plummeted, and

physician and nure retention ebbe to new and unpreented
lows. A cultue of safety? Prbably not

always our responsibilty. None of us are average, how could

Many in Boston, New England, and nationally thought
that with the disruption of staf and huge revenue losses we
would falter. But even as we very nearly did, we were able
to rally to a commonality of redesign teams. Today Beth
Israel Deaconess is becoming financially healthy, and is
focused on high-quality care, responsible resource management, and has set patient safety as a strategic priority. This
has occured not though the combined efforts of isolated
individuals, but rather through the interdependent efforts of
adaptive teams. Our cardiac surgery task force is a great
example. Developed when we deemed our outcomes sub-

anyone merely average open. a huma, expose them to the

optimal, their multidisciplinar analysis of care process

Simply stated, "Speak the trth and point toward hope." I
have spoken what I believe to be the trth, now let m~ point

toward hope.
I refuse to believe any of us, surgeon, physician, nure, or
therapist, has anytg but the noblest intent as we approach
our day taks. We have been taught, dred, and recurently

remided of our personal mandate never to fai our patients.
Each of us cares ths as a central and core value in our very
being; that is why we are able to do ths job. Our patients are

essential frty of their exitence, and brig them back bettr

alowed extraordinar improvement. As a concrete exam-

_than when they sta without tota confdence in their abilty?

ple, applying strngent serum glucose control and preoper-

That centr sense of responsibilty for our patients is the

ative process stadardization to the issue of deep organ
space infections in cardiac surgery, the team viraly has

essence though which we ea our patients' trt. We never

an organ

fai, therefore our patients are safe.

elimiated the problem. To date, we have not had

To that end, one would imagie we aleady would have
succeeded at reachig the Six Sigma level of system perfor-

space infection in 16 months. Ultimately, this collaboration
has lead to excellent outcomes. Although we sti have not

mance. Six Sigma as a progr is an industral-quaty progr, the process defied by mathematic deviations and metrc

reached the six-sigma level, we must remember that the
surgical
careis quite diferent than manprocess of cardiac

analysis to redsign systems. Six Sigm defies ultr high-

ufactung an automobile.

qualty manufactug systems, in which only 3.4 defects ocur

Tom Nolan (10), a scholar of quality improvement, has
identified 3 critical preconditions for improvement: wil,
ideas, and execution. Ared with a strong wil to improve,

per 1 mion opportties, a nealy perfect pruction rate of
99.9997% (8). It also is used to defie ultr-safe systems, such
as Europe raways and commercia ai trporttion. In-

herent in Six Sigm as a quaty improvement tool is the

our redesign team have approached their area energied,
and have used all existig knowledge to evaluate and dis-

retion that every hum is vuerble' to incringly de-

cuss problems openly. These team capitae on the com-

fiable hum errrs. We rey canot remember more than 5

plexity theory realation that inovation occurs at the edge

to 7 digits when applyig them to a tak, and we rey ar

of chaos, and therefore al voices and ideas. are neard and

prone to slips and lapses when we ar ditr and overbur-

valued, and discovery

dened. Pointig ditly to th isue of prpensity to er when

(11). We.have energy to execute ourideas, but only with .

overburdened and distrct Aiens et al (9) studied error and

essential metrcs for evaluation.

mortty. relate to nure stag ratios, fidig ti when'

Highly fuctionig team do not just happen..Parcularly
when we look at the pressures on today's operatig room
teams, it is apparent that opportties for faiure are ram-

nure-to-patent ratios were pushed beyond the norm stag

level for the intitution, the 30-y mortty incred by 7%
for eah additiona surgica patent. Faiur to recue was the

and productive change is promoted

pant. Care systems have less redundancy, and stang is

most common assocate cause. So in our envinment of
i
incring hospita demad, and ongoing workforce shortes

problematic at most medical centers. The Association of

in nuring, the belief that we alone ca crte a safe envinment for our patients is fale.

fully one thd of our operatig rooIDnurses in the United

Therefore, the essential mandate of
team emerges. By cratig freely

the multidiscipliar
thnkg work groups who

represent the problems and reaties at the shar end of

patient care, we opti our abilty to improve. Autonomy,
a value to. many in our system, must be replaced by the
cultue of communty.

Bet Isl Hosita and th New England Denes Hosta
ente into a tuultuous merger in 199. By 1999 the clica
sece wer combied and the reult was the prgrive er

sion of stdaon and prtol-dven prace. Ca redere depnde on confdence in self and individua from
from err. Quty ebbe and persona energies drppe A cul-

Operatig Room Nurses (AORN recently identified that

States are travelers (Bil Duff, R.N., President AORN,
personal communcation). Nursing retention and stang
rema huge issues for most medical centers. Creatig a
team environment is, at best, chalengig. Therefore, we
must borrow from other industres to lear how to assemble

a clearly communcatig highly interdependent team
quickly and consistently. Mita and aviation crew resource management recognizes the value of each human
resource, but also the potential for each human resource to

at some moment be vuerable to error.
On December 28, 1978, United Airlies flight 173 from
Denver to Portand was piloted by one of their finest flight
crews. The pilot was considered to be one of the most
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reliable and best pilots in the fleet. As the aicraft, amply

SHARED MENTAL MODELS

fueled and approaching the end of a near-perfect flight, was

challenged by a waring light questioning proper deployment of the landing gear, the crew continued to circle, had
indications that the gear was in fact functional, but in an

A MENTAL MODEL is a mental picture or
sketch of the relevant facts and relationships
defining an event, situation, or problem

effort to be absolutely sure, continued to scrutinize and

check as they literally ran out of fueL. United Airlines flight

173 crashed into the forest 6 miles from the end of the
runway. Of the 210 lives on board, 10 were lost, including

The SAME mental model held by members

the flight engineer who had wared the flight crew repeatedly of fuel shortage in the final minutes of the flight.
Transcripts from the voice recorder and interviews with the
surviving crew revealed that a lack of clear, concise, and
assertve communication allowed ths tragedy to occur.

of a team is referred to as a "SHAED
MENTAL MODEL"
Fig. 2. A Team Dynamics in Surgery presentation slide depicting the
definition of shared menta modes and the diferentiation from traditional
teams in which members work independently toward common goals.

United Ailines undertook aggressive crew resource man-

agement afer ths incident, and now in simulation traiing,
the
major
ski analyzed
the effectiveness
o 0 source
management
andis
communication
(12). of crew re-

involved have found the processes much less onerous than
anticipated. Creating enhanced predictability has resulted in

have embarked inIea trg. In a Deparent of Defense-

a decrease of overall workplace stress. Over the next 3
months we wil complete the trainig of our 700 perioper-

fuded intiative, the Deparent of Obstetrcs and Gynecol-

ative employees; physicians, and residents.

Based on these precedents, we at Beth Israel Deaconess

ogy intiated team trg in labor and delivery. Th was

I would like to review a few of our program's highlghts,

considered an idea stag point beause labor and delivery

so you more clearly understand what we are doing in ths
intiative. First, in module one, we valdate the concept of
team. Ths is not hard at. our center because much work

constitutes a faily narow scope of practice, an eaily identifiable tea was of a manageable size to implement and measur chage, and represente anenvionment of

high strs and

demand. The labor and delivery project is well under way, and
a multi-intitutional valdaon study is in prepartion for re-

aleady has been done to erode the concept of autonomy and
it with collaborative care models. I hope by now you

replace

leae in Septembe of th yea. But I ca tell you 2 importt

can accept that liealth care is inerently risky, and we by
ourelves simply canot mitigate al potential errors and

results frm our center. Afr form te trg at Beth .

harl events. We must rely on a team and a team is

Isral Deaness alone, te trg has reulte in a 53%

in
fact defied as 2 or more people who achieve a mutual goal

dece in potential adverse outcomes in high-risk patients in

though interdependent and

adaptive actions, not a group,

. the past 3 yea. Dug the same tie period cipite a na-

which achieves its goal thugh independent, individual

tional cris in. obstetrcs becuse of skyocketig mapratice

contbutions. In defig a tea as such, the realty of

costs, the BIDMC saw a halvig of its clai, suits, and

interdependence becomes' clear. Despite the fact that some

observation caes (Benjam Sachs, M.D., Chai Ob/Gyn
BIDMC, Prcipal Investigator Med Tea study, personal

never could achieve their outstadig results without a tre

communcation).

team which manests interdependency and adapts to situ-

Therefore, we used the lessons leared from milita and
aviation crew resource management and developed a robust
team-traig program for surgery, now in intial phases of
implementation in our operatig rooms and surgical ICUs.

of our surgeons ra among the very best in the world, they

ational needs.

We defie our team, and the necssity for

leadership with a team, and al understad the .

leader of

the team may change in varous situations. Surely the sur-

geon canot lead when the issue is an anesthesia emergency,

Ths multidiscipliar program focuses on the dynamcs of

but is ths case must use every team dynamc to alow the

highly functioning team, and with recogntion of error
science and the realation that any.one team member may

optial response from the entie team in support of the

anesthesia leader. We define responsible leadership .and

fai. It is not a war and fuzzy presentation designed to

distigush collaborative leaders from tyc autocrats, a

placate the operatig room personnel, but rather a focused

personalty we no longer tolerate beause of the potential

traig program to teach the essentials of team strctue,

for disruption of safe and effective care processes. Finaly,

form communication technques, and expectations. Trai-

in ths section we teach technques of confct resolution

ing is multidiscipliar with surgeons of al disciplies,

though communcation, education, and collaboration.

anesthesiologists, residents, nurses, techncians, and order-

Module two focuses on inerent potential for error, how

lies. Each session is conducted with a maxum of 30

to plan for its eventualty, and how to mitigate error before

multidiscipliar parcipants in every group.

it can har. In ths module we review what constitutes a

Since we have

implemented ths program, we aleady

have experienced early indicators of enhanced job satisfaction among our operating room personnel, and the surgeons

shared mental model and how to achieve it. The shared
menta model creates commonalty of effort and purose
(Fig. 2). Lack of a shared menta model is the most common
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cause of conflict in our operating room environment. We

Please Use CUS Words

. define the elements of a preoperative team briefing, an
initial checklst before every operative procedure. Additionaly, in this module, we explore basic error science, and help
all parcipants realze an error someday wil be theirs. With

but only when appropriate!

· I am CONCERNED!

4
to

ths realization it becomes a great deal easier to accept the
relevance of error prevention strategies, such as cross-monitoring and the communication techniques we teach to trap
and mitigate error. We define individual and team competence and mandate clear communication when competence

· I am UNCOMFORTABLE!

7

is a concern. We recognize that errors wil occur, and

· This is a SAFETY ISSUE!

10

although hopefully mitigated, we realze that latent errors
may manifest, creating har. We recognize how a patient
hared creates a second victim, a provider who though

emotional response to the harul event now becomes increasingly prone to error. We present accountabilty algo-ritIs, and define

the culture of just accountabilty

in which

we work. Finally, in ths module we teach afer-action
analysis techniques, and caution our team on the natural
tendency to oversimpliy in searchig for a single cause.
Module thee is a favorite, and in it we focus on communcation technques. Kickig off with a communication

l

l

..

~

~
¡;
~
~

Fig. 4. These common aviation key words have been adapted for our
operating rooms to clearly convey levels of concern around patient safety
issues.

ken, al team members wil Understad clearly not only the
issue, but also the magnitude of the issue. We teach assertiveness, active listenig technques, and the ways we can
obta and mainta situational awareness, not only for our
individual operating room or ICD patient, but for al the
demands around us. We review communication lessons

exercise conducted in pais, our parcipants lear the defi-

leared in the cockpit to encourage problem-solving com-

ciencies inerent in their communication. I marel how a

munication and have traied our personnel that the use of

simple task can become so diffcult when we must rely only

such communication alows the recritment of the entie

on the spoken and interpreted words. We tr that despite

team's energies and capabilties to resolve a dicult situa-

our best intentions, as Thomas et al (13) have shown, there
is a communcation chasm between nurses and physicians.
We have capitaed on ths recognition, creatig a module
in which we teach clear and concise technques of inorma-

tion. Lat, we empower any member of the team to stop the
lie if they sense or discover an essential safety breach, an

action never to be taen lightly, but requig imedate
cessation of process and resolution of the safety issue. .

tion trsfer. We have decided to use the SBAR (sitution,

Module four is abut workload maagement, and we have

background, assessment, recommendation) mita com-

found th may of our personnel refue to seek assistace

muncation technque ,as adopted by Michael Leonard,

when overwhelmed by taks. As al of you know, err wl-

Doug Bonacum, and Suzane Graham at Kaiser for sta-

nerailty is incr under strs, in high-tak situons, and

(Fig. 3). We promote the use

when fatgu It alo is enhance when we ar complant in

of the stadad aviation CDS (concerned, uncomfortble,

boreom, when we lose situonal awarness, and when our

safety issue) words, and with their use, the specifc message

vigice is low. We teh the necsity for tak prorition.

to be conveyed is clear (Fig. 4). Additionaly, other key
words, phrases, and actions are defied so that, when spo-

We tech when and how to appropriatly delegate, and tht

dardi heath care reportg

ma value of te is mutu assistace, and we ask al to

SBAR Model

monitor the workoad of other, and offer assistace when they
appe potentialy overwhelmed.
Module five focuses on performance improvement, and

· ,SrrUATION:

includes technques for imedate te evaluation and

_ Describe succicty what the isue is

feeback, as well as traig so our members become aware

· BACKGROUN

. of evaluative technques such as faiur mode analysis. We

_ Provide pertent backgound inormation

· AsSESSMENT

when somethg is delegat to you, review of approprness
comes-only afr the sitution is reolved Once agai a pr-

provide the expectation for trsparncy and trth in such
.

_ Clearly state your ássessment of situation

· RECOMMNDATION
_ Provide your reommendation as a foundation for
further discussion .

inqui, and ask al to consider their role in any incident. We

defie improvement technques for individuas and te,

which are applicable to unts and deparents. We recognie the

process of change is slow, and the sustaabilty

requies not only ongoing traig and role modelig of
Fig. 3. SBAR is a communication technque develope by the nuclear navy

as a model for clea, concise, and relevant communcation. Ths is eaily

adapte to heathcare. .

expected behaviors, but a moral mandate to provide a safer
environment of care.

D. W. Moorman / The American Journal of Surgery 189 (2005) 253-258
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Team dynamics in surgery has become passion for me,
and I have invested significant energies in understanding the
basics ofteam functioning and team advantage. It is clear to

Put the

me when reading the lessons leared from the militar and

aviation, as well as the interactions I have had with those
involved in aviation crew resource management, thaterosion of our reliance on our autonomous inability to fail wil
alone provide significant energy toward creating a culture of

safety. Although we stil always must strve to do our best,
we must rely on our teams.
Team trg and collaborative care wil have signcant

face of

someone
you love on
PATIENT
SAFETY!

impact on outcomes and safety in medicine. Technologic advancements too wil be an essential component. But even as
these technologic advances promote a safety cliate, we must

avoid complacency in the technology. There is no quick fi to
patient safety. I would reckon, as an example, given the impact

of computeried onle physician order entr, the schema for

Fig. 6. Dr. Moorman and his new best frend, Spencer, age 3 months.

reliabilty ascension would appear roughly to reach thee sigm
performance

(Fig. 5). Going to the next level wil tae a

collage. of technologies, but even more essential, the wil by
each of us to work in a cultu of safety. I would offer an
analogy for the vigiance we surgeons must adopt to that of a
new parent, with a chid just mobile. These parents constatly
scan their chid's environment for hazards and potential for
injur. We must hold the mandate for safety in the same way,
with tota. commtment, and with great wil to advantage our
patients in safety. _

Though my studies in patient safety and my imersion
in the science of error prevention over the past year, it

the rigid hierarcby we ourselves create? What of the numbers, does it really matter? Josef Stalin, minimizing the
millons lost in Russia, said, "one death is a tragedy, a

millon deaths is a statistic" (14). It does not take 98,000
deaths or even 185,000 deaths for us to act, the motivation
of personal tragedy too often is lost. It taes only one. Prom

ths day forward do not forget the multitude hared, but

more importtly put a face on the next potential victi.
Make that face someone you love. Then your passion wil
no longer alow complacency (Fig. 6).

becomes clear to me that we realy have much to do. I place
a chalenge on each and every one of you to evaluate your.

readiess for inevitable error. Can you reliably state your

systems of care can trap and mitigate an error before creation of har? Have you realy embraced the mandate that

we work digently to eliate errors and create an environment of safety? Can you erode the barers inerent in
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